If the relation between investment and economic growth is well established in the macroeconomic literature, the existence of a similar link at the level of the firm has been challenged by empirical work. This paper investigates the channels linking investment and firm performance in the French and Italian manufacturing industries. It does so by putting forth a novel methodology to identify investment spikes that corrects for size dependence. While maintaining the desired properties of a spike measure, our chosen proxy retrieves the expected relation between investment and firm performance. Ex-ante, more efficient and fast growing firms display a higher probability to invest; in turn, after an investment spike has taken place the group of investing firms shows further gains in performance. Finally, expansionary investment episodes, as proxied by the opening of new plants, have a negative effect on profitability while they are associated with higher sales and employment levels.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the relation between firms' investment in tangible assets and corporate performance. If at the macroeconomic level equipment investment is associated with economic growth (De Long and Summers, 1991) , the idiosyncratic impact of firms' investment on their ability to grow or to increase their efficiency has not been asserted. Moreover, firms' decisions to pursue large investment projects and their timing are also related to managers' expectations of future business opportunities and to the phases of the cycle. In this respect, Gourio and Kashyap (2007) have indeed shown that the bulk of variation in aggregate investment is explained by changes in the number of establishments undergoing investment episodes (the "extensive margin"). 1 It is then apparent that in order to interpret changes in aggregate investment, as well as how those changes relate to economic growth, it is much relevant to gain a thorough understanding of the heterogeneous behavior occurring at the firm level. It will be on the latter that the paper will focus upon.
Assessing the impact of investment at the level of the firm has not always been a viable research question. For long, the impossibility to access observed investment data has hindered empirical research on the issue. It was indeed only in recent years that scholars have started to document the nature of the investment behavior of firms. Among the first attempts in this direction is the contribution by Doms and Dunne (1998) with data on U.S. plants and firms. Inspired by this seminal paper a growing body of literature has expanded reporting similar results for other countries and industries. 2 A common finding shared by these studies is the lumpy nature of firm-level investment: years of inactivity or repair and maintenance are followed by year(s) in which investments are large both with respect to the firm and the industry as a whole. As for instance shown in Carlsson and Laséen (2005) non-convex adjustment cost models provide a more appropriate framework for explaining investment decisions, thus rejecting the ones which assume a smooth pattern of capital accumulation. More generally, investment irreversibility due to the idiosyncratic nature of the capital purchase as well as the indivisibility of physical capital also explain the observed lumpiness of investment rates both at the plant and at the firm level.
As a rather straightforward consequence, carrying out unusually large investment projects requires a corresponding effort in terms of financial commitment. If the internally generated resources do not suffice, the firm has to rely also on external finance to realize its investment projects. In this framework, two possible outcomes are associated with such dependence on external financing. First, investment activity might be limited if firms are financially constrained, see among the others Schiantarelli (1996) ; Audretsch and Elston (2002) ; Whited (2006) . That is, the desired level of investment for a firm is curbed (set to zero) because of the insufficient (complete lack of) access to external finance. Second, to the extent that investments are associated with firm growth, 3 the existence of financial constraints would also preclude firms the possibility to exploit growth opportunities. If this were the case, the limited access to external finance would constrain firm growth through the channel of insufficient investment. In this respect, the present study also contributes to the literature on financial constraints to firm growth (see, among the others Oliveira and Fortunato, 2006; Whited, 2006; Angelini and Generale, 2008; Bottazzi et al., forthcoming) .
A growing stream of literature has indeed started to investigate the relationship between capital adjustment episodes and firm level (performance) characteristics, such as productivity 4 and its growth rate (Power, 1998; Bessen, 1999; Huggett and Ospina, 2001; Nilsen et al., 2009; Shima, 2010) , employment growth (Asphjell et al., 2010) , sales growth (Licandro et al., 2004) or other factors of production (Sakellaris, 2004; Nilsen et al., 2009) . In particular, investment should affect productivity in the long run, as new capital embodies the latest technology (Jensen et al., 2001) . "Learning by doing" models anticipate that it should take some time for workers to learn using the new technology, therefore after an investment episode labor productivity might follow a U shape curve, initially dropping and then gradually rising to a higher level. Most of the empirical literature on the subject (Power, 1998; Huggett and Ospina, 2001; Sakellaris, 2004; Shima, 2010) reports that the effect of investment spikes on productivity growth is indeed negative in the short run. If the initial cost has been uncovered by most of these studies, none of them report a positive relation between investment lumps and productivity growth, even in the long run. 5 The lack of a positive relation between investment in tangible assets and productivity growth has appeared robust enough that some authors, such as Power (1998) , have also inferred policy implications from such findings: "I find little evidence of a robust, economically meaningful correlation between high productivity and high recent investment. This cautions against the efficacy of fiscal policy that is based on the premise that investment causes high productivity" (p. 311). Quite obviously, the absence of a positive relation between investment and productivity represents a big puzzle both to the theory and to the empirics: why investing in tangible assets if there is no apparent benefit? In this paper, we show for France and Italy that an improved methodology that enables to identify large and meaningful investment events allows to recover the expected relation.
Further, also the type of investment is likely to affect the outcome of the process of investment at the firm level. The replacement of obsolete machinery and equipment with newer ones that embed more recent technologies is more likely to induce an increase in productivity than a pure "expansionary" event of investment that does not involve a technological upgrade, as for instance, the setting up of a new plant to increase production capacity. What is probably less intuitive is that even the sheer expansion of the firm by means of replication of already existing activities, might incur in difficulties that are related to the impediments of transfer of knowledge, also within the same organization (Szulanski, 1996) . The French database enables us to investigate this issue, as it is possible to observe the increase in the firms' number of plants.
A few other studies before have addressed similar research questions on French or Italian firms. However, either they had to resort to surveys to access actual investment data, thus much limiting the scale of the analysis (Parisi et al., 2006 for Italy) or, in another stream of literature, they had to compute investment as the (adjusted) difference of capital stock over two consecutive years (Bontempi et al., 2004; Del Boca, Galeotti, Himmelberg and Rota, 2008; for Italy and Mairesse et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999; Bond et al., 2003 for France) . In this respect, this is the first work to present a large scale study of the patterns of firm level investment and its relation to firm performance for Italy and France. 6 In this paper, we focus on the heterogeneity in investment patterns across firms as well as within the firms' time series. The former will indicate which characteristics differentiate investing from noninvesting firms, while the latter will help us understand the factors impacting the timing of such decision. We will focus upon those relevant episodes of firm level investment that are not related to the routinary activity of repair and maintenance yearly conducted by manufacturing firms. As a result, a great deal of attention is devoted to contribute to the methodology for identifying these exceptional episodes of investment, often referred to as spikes in this stream of literature. We then investigate which characteristics make it more likely for a company to undertake an investment project, and relatedly, how the episode of investment impacts on firm performance in the following periods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the database for France and Italy. After documenting the lumpy nature of firm-level investment, in Section 3 we consider and compare different measures of investment spikes in order to account for large capital purchases, and we also introduce our own measure. In Section 4, first we analyze the determinants of the probability to observe a spike, and then we study the effects of such events on firm performance. Section 5 concludes.
Data and Descriptive Statistics
The present paper draws upon two similar firm-level databases, the Enquête Annuelle d'Entreprise (EAE) and Micro.3, respectively for France and Italy. 7 A unique feature of the two databases is that they report, besides standard accounting information, the value of the acquisition of tangible and intangible assets in each year.
The EAE databank is collected by the statistical department of the French Ministry of Industry (SESSI) and provided by the French Statistical Office (INSEE). The EAE contains longitudinal data on a virtually exhaustive panel of French manufacturing firms located on the national territory with 20 employees or more, over the period 1989-2007. Micro.3 is based on the census of Italian firms yearly conducted by the Italian Statistical Office (ISTAT) for the period 1989-2006. It contains information on firms above 20 employees.
In both samples firms are classified according to their sector of principal activity. Our study focuses on the manufacturing industry i.e. sector 171 to 361 in the NACE rev 1.1 classification. Both the Micro.3 and the French database are quite representative of the two economies, and, more in particular, they account for a large share of their respective manufacturing industries: 40% in terms of employees and around 60% when considering value added, see Grazzi et al. (2009) .
Furthermore, both databases underwent a change in the data collection process over the years. The criteria for inclusion have changed over time as well as the definition of variables. The latter change in particular reflects the necessary assimilation of the European Union's directives and regulations. 8 More precisely, some variables such as the capital stock were not available for the whole French sample before 1996. 9 Instead in the Italian database after 1997 the census of the whole population of firms only concerns companies with more than 100 employees, while in the range of employment 20-99, ISTAT directly monitors a "rotating sample" which varies every five years. In order to increase the coverage of firms in that range Micro.3 resorts, from 1998 onward, to data from the financial statement that limited liability firms have to disclose, in accordance with Italian law. 10 However, standard data from company accounts do not include observed investment, hence this work does not benefit from the increased number of observations that is available from this other source. As a result, and in view of having a more homogeneous cross-country database we drop the first years from respectively Micro.3 and EAE and focus on the period -2006 (2007 . Further, given our interest in tracking the performance of firms over time, we consider only firms reporting data for more than three years. 11 For what concerns the definition of the variables employed in the empirical analysis, the investment rate (Inv. rate) is the ratio of investment (flow variable) over tangible fixed assets (stock variable), in particular we consider investment in year t over the stock of tangible assets at the end of the previous year, (I t /K t−1 ). As a proxy for firm level investment we employ the acquisition of tangible fixed assets, as reported by the firm. 12 Due to small differences in variable definitions, the Italian database reports the value of acquisitions of machineries and equipment only, whether for France it also includes land and property. Note, however, that over the period 1989-1995 the investment variable for the French dataset is broken down into its main components and in those years the share of land and property 7 Both databanks have been made available to the authors under the mandatory condition of censorship of any individual information. Micro.3 database has been developed through a collaboration between the Italian Statistical Office (ISTAT) and members of the Laboratory of Economics and Management of Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna, Pisa. More detailed information on development of the database Micro.3 are in Grazzi et al. (2009) .
8 Over the last thirty years the process of harmonization of accounting standards has brought about relevant changes to the national legislation: 78/660/EEC on the annual accounts of certain types of companies, 83/349/EEC on consolidated accounts, 86/635/EEC on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of banks and other financial institutions and 91/674/EEC. More recently the Directive 2006/46/EC of the European Parliament has amended the above sources.
9 This is because before 1996, firms between 20 and 99 employees were surveyed with a simplified questionnaire. 10 Limited liability companies (società di capitali ) have to provide a copy of their financial statement to the Register of Firms at the local Chamber of Commerce.
11 For the descriptive analyses that concern the variable investment alone, i.e. Figure 2 and 3, we employ the whole span of the available sample period, 1989 -2007 (2006 . 12 We also tested whether adding leased capital in the definition of the investment variable affected the results. As it does not, we do not consider leased capital. The decision to exclude leased capital is also motivated by accounting differences between the two countries. Indeed, the variable is reported as the yearly cost of rents in the French database whereas in the Italian one it is the total indebtment in the year of the investment. over total investment is in between 14% and 18%. Further, the two investment variables for Italy and France, although bearing such slight differences in the definition, display comparable statistical properties and trend over time as shown in Figure 1 below. In addition to the value of investment and capital stock, the French dataset also includes information on the number of plants making up the firm. We employ this variable to enrich the empirical analyses as the setting up of a new plant allows to identify episodes of investment that are associated with expansion and capacity building rather than replacement investment.
Other variables employed in the empirical analysis are the number of employees (Empl.), labor productivity (Prod), computed as value added per worker, total sales (Sales) and return on sales (RoS) as a proxy for profitability. RoS is defined as Gross Operative Margin 13 over total sales. In particular, this definition of profitability has been chosen because it is not heavily influenced by accounting interferences. We also take into consideration the growth rates, as logarithmic differences, of these variables. Tables 1 and 2 report some descriptive statistics for the sample employed in the econometric analysis. In particular, Table 1 shows that for Italy, the rotating sample in the range of employment 20-99 generates a firm size distribution that weights relatively more bigger firms as compared to France. Relatedly, this is associated with a smaller number of observations for Italy with respect to France. Those differences in the firm size distribution between the two countries also generate bigger averages (and medians) for some of the variables of interest, see Table 2 .
The econometric analysis that follows is performed both on the pooled sample of industries as well as by sector. In this respect, we are interested in accounting for how differnt technological regimes across sectors might affect the link between investment and firm performance. To this end, firms are grouped according to the Pavitt taxonomy that accounts for the diverse sources of technology, 13 Gross Operative Margin is valued added minus wages, salaries, and social insurances paid by the firm. requirements of the users, and intellectual property regimes 14 (Pavitt, 1984) . As the Pavitt taxonomy is a typology based on sectoral innovation processes it appears relevant also for the categorization of firms according to their investment patterns. Indeed, investment opportunities, the scale of production, the technology and capital intensity, the need to buy technology from a supplier versus the possibility of producing it internally are all features much related to the investment decision at the firm level.
Investment lumpiness and spike measures
This section investigates the patterns of firm-level investment in the French and Italian manufacturing industries. We first provide evidence of lumps in investment behavior, then we compare the different methodologies put forward in the literature to identify those spikes and we finally introduce our own contribution to the methodology for identifying "abnormal" events of investment at the firm level. Figure 1 shows the histograms of investment rates for France (left) and Italy (right) in selected years. Notice that the shape of the distribution does not change over time. From the plot it is apparent that for most firms the investment rate is very low: in 1999, 55% of firms in France and 57% in Italy reported an investment rate of 10% or lower. At the same time, 5% of French firms (6% in Italy) display an investment rate of 50% or more. That of course, points to relevant differences in capital adjustment patterns across firms.
There is, however, at least one more dimension in which the lumpy nature of investment gets revealed and this has to do, within any one firm, with how firms decide to allocate investment over a certain period of time. If we were to observe that, on average, the profile of annual firm-level investment is rather flat, that would support the conjecture of a smooth process of capital adjustment at the firm level. The opposite would be true if we were to observe spikes in such firm level patterns, as they would suggest that firms tend to concentrate investments in few periods. In order to provide evidence on investment lumpiness at the firm level, in Figure 2 we rank for each company the investment carried out in each year from the highest to the lowest and we report the mean and the median investment shares for each rank. 15 The highest investment share on average accounts for more than 20% of total 14 3 digit NACE sectors are matched, following the correspondence table in Dosi et al. (2008) , with the four Pavitt sectors. Namely, the "supplier-dominated" sector, where technology is acquired through the purchase of new intermediate inputs and which includes the textile, clothing and metal products sectors. The "scale-intensive" sector is characterized by industries for whom economies of scale make it important to acquire a large production capacity, such as for chemicals, agricultural products or motor vehicles. The "specialized suppliers" sector comprises for example the machine-tools and electrical equipment sectors; and the "science-based" includes sectors in which science and research and development play a key role, as for pharmaceuticals, electronics and computer producers.
15 Notice that in order to compute mean and median over the same number of observations per firms, i.e. 19 years for France and 18 for Italian firms, one has to restrict to a balanced panel. In Figure 2 we are not considering the ratio of two nominal variables (i.e. investment over tangible assets), hence it is needed to deflate investments with the corresponding price index at the 2 digit level of industry disaggregation. investment. Further, firms concentrate half of the total investment in three years, while investment shares are significantly lower in other years, revealing the lumpy characteristic of the investment variable. Among the possible explanations to account for such lumpiness is the indivisible nature of capital equipment. Notice also that the evidence we report is much similar for both Italy and France, as well as to the findings in Doms and Dunne (1998) .
The decision of managers to pursue large investment projects is of course much related to expectations about future business opportunities. As such, a bird-eye view on investment patterns would not be complete without considering the links between this micro-behavior of firms and the business cycle. In Figure 3 we plot the frequency of highest and lowest ranks occurring in every year, and compare them with the evolution of the GDP growth rate in France and in Italy. Figure 3 shows that the growth rate of GDP is positively correlated with the frequency of investment spikes, and negatively correlated with the frequency of lowest values, in both countries. Firms are rather synchronous in their investment decisions and in reacting to aggregate shocks: they invest more frequently during expansion than in periods of contraction. This confirms similar findings in Doyle and Whited (2001) and Gourio and Kashyap (2007) . 16 The descriptive analysis confirms the lumpy nature of investment at both levels of investigation:
16 In the latter article the authors also show that the relative importance of idiosyncratic vs aggregate shocks on firms' investment decisions much depends on the industry under investigation.
within each firm the volume of investment is concentrated in a few episodes accounting for a large share of firm's total investment. And, at the same time, at the industry level, there is a pervasive heterogeneity in the investment rates across firms. Most firms are involved in marginal capital adjustments, which cannot be distinguished from repair and maintenance, whether few firms report high rates of investment, or spikes, that are associated with large investment projects. If one is interested in studying the effects of investment on corporate performance, it is on the latter category of investment episodes that he needs to focus upon.
In the remaining part of the section, we briefly review those measures that have been proposed to identify investment spikes and we finally introduce our own measure that is purported at controlling the relationship between firm size and investment rate. Power (1998) had already emphasized the difficulties related to identify an appropriate measure that would capture investment spikes: "Since an 'investment spike' is a theoretical rather than a numeric or algebraic concept, and lacks an unambiguous real-world analogue, there is some risk of measurement error, whichever definition of investment spike is employed." (p 303). There exist however some criteria that inform the identification of a spike measure. As put forth in Nilsen et al. (2009) the investment must be large both respect to the history of the firm and to the cross section of the industry. Further, it has to be a rare event, and the definition of the spike must be able to account for a relevant share of total industry investment. Nilsen et al. (2009) also hint at the necessity to account for the relationship that might exist between the investment rate and the capital stock.
We present below four alternative methodologies to identify investment spikes, namely the Absolute rule, the Relative rule, the Linear rule and finally the Kernel rule. The first three are taken from the literature, respectively from Cooper et al. (1999) , Power (1998) and Nilsen et al. (2009) . The last one is our own contribution to the identification of investment spike, and it allows to overcome some of the shortcomings of the other measures.
The first proxy for investment spike that we consider classifies as lumps investment rates above a threshold that is fixed across firms and industries, hence we label it the absolute rule. To enhance the comparability of results with previous studies we pick 20% as the threshold value as in Cooper et al. (1999) and other works. This threshold is set with the purpose of eliminating routine maintenance expenditures.
As opposed to the absolute rule, another possibility is to consider spikes as large investment events relative to each firm's investment behavior, as proposed by Power (1998) . According to this rule one classifies as a spike all investment events that are larger than a multiple α of the firm's median investment rate over the period of interest, τ : Power (1998) considers different values of α and finally chooses the value of 1.75, 17 we also pick this value for α. This methodology presents the problem that half of the observations classified as spikes according to the relative rule correspond to investment rates below 0.20. In fact, for firms having a very low median investment rate, spikes would not correspond to a much active investment behavior. Thus, we impose a threshold on the minimum value of the investment rate 18 . As a result, the spike dummy S i,t is identified according to the following rule:
In what follows we will refer to this spike measure as the relative rule. As already acknowledged by Nilsen et al. (2009) , there exists a problem with traditional spike measures which concerns the relation between firm size and investment rate. In order to correct for the excessive volatility of investment of smaller firms, Nilsen et al. (2009) propose a rule that, instead Note: The observations are binned into 50 groups and the mean of each bin is represented on the plot -they are shown as "Binned Relation" on the plot.
of imposing a homogeneous threshold to all firms, conditions the threshold value on the size of the firm. More in particular, Nilsen et al. (2009) show that there exists a negative relation between the firm's capital stock and its investment rate, and characterize such relation with a linear model. 19 Accordingly, spikes are identified by the following rule: Figures 4 and 5 show the dependency of investment rate on firm size for the first and second moments, respectively. Smaller firms, in terms of capital stock, on average tend to display higher investment rates ( Figure 4 ) and also exhibit higher variability ( Figure 5 ) than bigger firms. The negative relation of firm size and investment rates hints at a violation of Gibrat's law when one is considering capital as the proxy for firm size. 20 A higher variability of investment rates for smaller firms is much coherent with the literature that finds analogous evidence for the relationship between firm size, in terms of sales or number of employees, and growth rates (Stanley et al., 1996) .
As it is apparent from Figure 4 there exists a non-linear relationship between the capital stock and investment rates both in the French and Italian databases. In particular, the plot emphasizes that the linear fit provides an accurate description of the relationship only for firms around the median of the firm size distribution. Smaller firms have systematically higher investment rates than predicted by the linear relation, and the same is true for larger firms. In order to account for such non-linearity we employ a non-parametric kernel fit. 21 The non parametric kernel regression is chosen to avoid imposing an ad hoc structure on the data, also given the absence of a widely accepted theory explaining the relationship between capital and its growth rate.
19 They estimate the following linear relation between observed investment rates and the log of capital: Ii,t/Ki,t−1 = γ0 + γ1lnKi,t−1 + ei,t. They then use the estimated value of the investment rate E[(Ii,t/Ki,t−1|Ki,t−1] to identify the spikes.
20 The Gibrat law (refer to Gibrat, 1931 for the original contribution, as well as to Sutton, 1997 for a review) states that firm growth is independent of its size. As such it is also referred to as the "law of proportionate effects". Considering investment rates as growth rates of capital one would therefore expect them to be independent of firm size.
21 Moments are computed on 15 equispaced points, Epanenchnikov kernel is used (Silverman, 1986 ). The kernel spike dummy is identified according to the following rule:
where α is set to 1.75 and the expected value is obtained through kernel estimation within each Pavitt sector. Note that contrary to the relative or linear rules, there is no need set a minimum threshold value to define the kernel spike dummy since the values of the kernel estimation never get negative. In what follows we will refer to this spike measure as the kernel rule. Table 3 provides a comparison of the performance of the different spike measures. As stated above, any meaningful spike measure should select episodes of investment that are larger than the unconditional investment rates. In this respect, notice that for any of the chosen definitions, the average investment rate conditional on observing a spike exceeds 0.40 which is much larger than the average over the entire sample, which is 0.14 for France and 0.12 for Italy. Another criterion for selection among spike rules concerns their parsimoniousness, that is, their ability to capture a large share of total industry investment with a relative small number of observations. According to this criterion the kernel rule is the best measure. In France (Italy) 13.45% (13.14%) of observations are classified as spikes and they account for 34.67% (41.50%) percent of total investment.
The main reason for introducing the kernel rule was to appropriately control for the non-linear relation that exists between size and investment rates, as shown by Figure 4 . As a final check, Table 4 compares how, and to what extent, the spike measures proposed in the literature and the Note: "Small" lnK < 6, "Medium" 6 ≤ lnK < 9 and "Large" lnK ≥ 9.
kernel rule suffer such dependency on size. The table reports how the observations identified as spikes according to the four definitions are distributed among three size classes, and how this compares to the distribution of the whole dataset. It is apparent that both the absolute and relative rules display a size bias: observations classified as a spike according to such rules over-represent small firms, as compared to the whole population, whether larger firms are underrepresented. The linear rule provides a slight improvement on such bias, but it is apparent that the kernel measure is the one that mostly reduces the size bias. The evidence presented above suggests that spikes identified according to the kernel rule are less biased by size dependency, and yet they possess all desirable characteristics of a spike measure, i.e. they represent a rare and large event of investment for the firm. Further, at the aggregate level, these spikes account for a large share of total investment. As a result, in the empirical analysis that follows, we will focus on spikes as defined by the kernel rule.
Investment and firm performance
Most of previous works on the topic jointly assessed the relation between firm variables before and after an investment spike, see for instance Sakellaris (2004) , Licandro et al. (2004) and Nilsen et al. (2009) . In order to reduce potential endogeneity issues related to the joint specification, we run two separate analyses; first we investigate the effects of firm characteristics on the probability to observe a spike, and later we focus on the effects that such spikes produce on firm performance after the investment episode has taken place. The econometric strategy is intended to disentangle those before and after spike elements without imposing ex ante a structure to the relation between investment and firm performance. The objectives are twofold: first, to characterize the features which increase a firm's probability to invest, features which differentiate the group of investing firms from the group of non investing ones; and second to assess the impact of the shock associated with an investment spike on firm performance, in the short as well as the longer term. Figure 6 presents for France and Italy a simple visualization of the evolution of our target variables around a spike. The plot on the top left of Figure 6 shows, for France and Italy, the evolution of the mean investment rate of single-spiked firms before (t − 2; t − 1), during (t) and after (from t + 1 to t + 4) their investment spike. 22 The plot confirms that the pattern of investment at the firm level is lumpy: investment rates in the year of the event are five times larger as compared to the adjacent (before and after) years.
The other plots in Figure 6 show the evolution of productivity growth, sales growth and employment growth around an investment spike. Investing firms report (on average) a positive rate of Mean Gr Empl around a spike
France Italy productivity growth in t − 2 and t − 1, but undergo a severe shock at time t, at which productivity growth is negative. Positive rates are recovered after the investment, but for France only. Growth of sales of investing firms is always positive, it reaches its peaks in year t − 1 and t and then declines. Employment growth is maximum in year t, then declines and eventually gets negative for France. This first visual investigation suggests an important variability in performance around the investment spike. However it does not allow to contemplate the existence of multi-spiked firms and, more importantly, it does not enable to assess the possible differences existing between the category of investing vs non investing firms. Similarly it cannot control for time or sectoral effects. The econometric analysis presented below intends to address these issues as well as to disentangle the determinants and effects of the relation between investment and firm performance.
Determinants of investment spikes
As put forward by the theory and some earlier empirical works, firm size, financial conditions and growth opportunities are expected to be relevant in explaining firms' investment decisions (Smolny, 2003; Nilsen and Schiantarelli, 2003; Bigsten et al., 2005; Bokpin and Onumah, 2009 ). Moreover, Sakellaris (2004) finds that employment and investment spikes are synchronized, while Asphjell et al. (2010) specify that employment increases before an investment spike. Another important feature of investment determinants is related to the dynamics of investment across periods. The investigation of the shape of investment spikes hazard functions (defined as the probability of having a new spike as a function of the time since the last spike) provides contrasting evidence (see Cooper et al., 1999; Bigsten et al., 2005; Whited, 2006) . The first two works report a negative duration dependence (the likelihood of having a new spike decreases with the time since the last spike), while the latter reveals an increasing hazard function.
The aim of the present analysis is to enhance the understanding of the conditions under which firms decide to invest. In order to do so, we estimate the effect of firm characteristics on the probability that a firm invests (i.e an investment spike is observed). We thus use a binary dependent variable SP IKE i,t that takes value 1 if there is a spike and 0 if not, and we estimate the following model,
where X i,t−1 is a vector of exogenous variables observed the year before the spike, and D i,t is a vector of duration dummies capturing the time elapsed since last spike. In particular, D 1 takes value 1 if there is a spike in year t − 1. D 2 takes value 1 if there is a spike in t − 2 but not in t − 1, and analogously D 3 takes value 1 if there was a spike in t − 3 but not in t − 2 or t − 1. As such, these dummy variables capture the effect of having had a spike in previous years, on the probability to have a spike in year t (for a similar approach refer to Cooper et al., 1999; Bigsten et al., 2005) . v i is a firm-specific unobserved random-effect and u i,t is a serially uncorrelated logistic disturbance term. Time (year) and sectoral (2-digit) dummies are also included in the regressions. The effect of the independent variables on the probability to observe a spike is estimated using a random effects logistic regression. 23 We run a series of specifications in which the dependent variable is defined with the kernel spike rule. 24 Table 5 reports results for France and Italy. Firm performance variables include firm size, labor productivity in levels and return on sales (RoS). As proxies for firm size we use the log of the number of employees (Empl.) for both countries and, for France only, the number of plants (Plant). Contrary to some of the previous specifications put forward in the literature (Whited, 1992 (Whited, , 2006 , we use profitability computed as the RoS rather than the cash flow ratio as a proxy for access to internal finance. 25 In a second set of specifications, columns (iii), (iv) and (vi), we consider an additional set of variables that include the growth rate of labor productivity (Prod.Growth), sales (Sales.Growth) and employment (Empl.Growth). We also control for the export status of the firm at time t − 1 with a dummy. Indeed, as extensively shown in much of the recent trade literature, the status of exporter is a prominent signal of heterogeneity for firms within the same sector (see among others Melitz, 2003; Bernard et al., 2003) . Hence being an exporter could also affect the probability of undergoing investment spikes, and, in the absence of firm fixed effects, an export dummy allows to account for such possibility.
We also control for the influence of the macroeconomic environment on firms' investment decision by means of time dummies. As indeed shown in Figure 3 and in several other studies (Federer, 1993; Doms and Dunne, 1998; Chatelain et al., 2003; Gourio and Kashyap, 2007) , investment decisions are largely determined by the business cycle due to changes in demand, monetary policy and uncertainty over the cycle.
We first run our set of regressions on the whole sample of observations for France and Italy, controlling for sectoral characteristics using 2-digit sectoral dummies. This represents a much effective way to report results for many sectors condensed in few tables, however this choice also presents the inconvenience of imposing a common structure on the data, as it constrains the coefficients we are mostly interested in not to vary across sectors. In the attempt to reconcile for sectoral variability and preventing the number of tables from growing too much, we chose to aggregate 3 digit industries into Pavitt sectors (refer to Pavitt 1984 for the original contribution and to Dosi et al. 2008 for a correspondence table between Pavitt sectors and 3 digit NACE industries). Therefore we run the 23 The fixed effect estimator is not much appropriate in our analysis given how dummies Di,t are constructed. These dummies capture the time since the last investment spike also controlling for other conditions that depend on the timing of the spike. In particular the firm-level average would differ for firms with the same number of spikes, but with a different distribution of those spikes over the years. As such the within transformation of these firm level dummies would be misleading. The Generalized Method of Moments, which identifies the parameters by minimizing the weighted average of deviations from a group of moment conditions, is therefore also discarded.
24 As a robustness check, we also run the regressions using the investment rate as a dependent variable, which allows to test whether our spike definition indeed allows to clear out routinary investment events as well as the size bias as described in section 3. Results are not shown here but they confirm such proposition.
25 This is due to comparability issue, indeed both the French and Italian databases provide with the same set of variables to compute RoS, while the cash flow measure is computed differently in the two countries. However, in both samples, the cash flow and RoS variables are much correlated as suggested by a Spearman's rho coefficient around 0.9. same specifications on the four macro industrial sectors according to the Pavitt taxonomy. Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of the different specifications by means of the Brier Score (Brier, 1950) which measures the average squared deviation between the predicted probabilities to observe a spike given the estimated coefficients and the actual data. 26 Thus a lower score provides evidence of a better performance of the model. Results are reported in Table 5 . Further, Figure 7 displays the marginal effects for profitability and productivity, computed at the deciles of the respective distributions, on the probability to observe an investment spike. Columns (i) and (v) of Table 5 employ the number of employees as proxy for firm size and suggest that in both countries higher employment in t − 1 has a positive effect on the probability of having a spike in year t. This represents a residual effect of size given that our spike measure already accounts for differences in terms of firms' capital stock. As captured by RoS, a higher profit rate in year t − 1 increases the probability of having a spike the following year. In this work we do not rely on a direct measure of financial constraints, however profitability, which is our measure for the capacity of the firm to self-finance, turns out to be relevant in increasing the probability of carrying out investment projects. The probability of a (French or Italian) firm to invest is sensitive to changes in the ability to self-finance, suggesting that internal and external sources of finance are not perfectly 26 More precisely, for each firm i, the score is given by
2 , where N is the number of firms, Yi is the observed event (Yi = 1 if there is a spike and Yi = 0 if not), and Pi is the probability that firm i experiences a spike given the estimated coefficients of the dynamic logit regression. substitutable, which in turn is evidence of the existence of financial constraints to investment. Such result is consistent with previous findings on the subject (Schiantarelli, 1996; Audretsch and Elston, 2002; Whited, 2006) . 27 The graph on the left of Figure 7 plots, for Italy and France, the effects on the probability to observe a spike for an hypothetical firm at the means of independent variables and whose profitability varies, taking values at each distribution decile. It appears that the marginal effect of profitability on the probability to have a spike is increasing in the value of the variable for France (plain line) but not for Italy (dashed line). Columns (i) and (v) of Table 5 also reveal that higher labor productivity is related to a higher probability of observing a firm level spike. Analogously, the graph on the right of Figure 7 plots, for Italy and France, the effects on the probability to observe a spike for an hypothetical firm at the means of independent variables and whose productivity takes values at the distribution deciles. As far as productivity is concerned, there is not much evidence of different responses when computing the effects at each decile.
Quite surprisingly, the coefficient accounting for the export status does not turn out to be relevant in explaining the investment decision. To date, the only evidence on this relation reports an increase in investment for firms preparing to export (López, 2009 ) however nothing was said about different patterns of investment for firms already having the status of exporters.
Regression results also suggest that having had an investment spike in the previous years increases the probability of having a spike in year t. These patterns, which hold both for France and Italy, suggest that large investment projects are likely to span over more than one fiscal year. Such "multiyear spikes" are quite frequent in the data, representing nearly 44% and 33% of spikes in the French and Italian datasets, respectively. As a robustness check we have also run the same regressions without the multi-year spike observations. Results, which are not shown here, do not change in a relevant manner. Also notice that in both countries the effect of past spikes is always positive and significant, however its magnitude decreases over time: having had a spike three years ago is around one third as important in explaining today's spike as compared to having had a spike in the past year.
Overall, regression results are much coherent for France and Italy, conferring a wider breadth to our findings.
As mentioned earlier, for the French database the number of plants per firms is also available, and we use it as an alternative proxy for the size of the firm in columns (iii) and (iv) of Table 5 . 28 This second model specification shows that results are robust to the inclusion of this alternative size proxy. The only noticeable difference concerns the effect of firms' export status that becomes positive and 27 The interpretation of a positive relation between past profitability and investment as proof for the presence of financial constraints is further confirmed by a test on the interaction effect between profitability and firm size, on the probability to invest. Results, not shown here, reveal that the sensitivity of investment to profitability is even greater for the category of small firms, defined as those firms with a number of employee below the median.
28 Notice that the variable "plant" reports a few more missing observations than the other variables.
significant when considering the number of plants as a proxy for firm size. Notice however that the specification employing the number of employees as the proxy for size performs relatively better in terms of Brier Scores. Columns (iii) (iv) and (vi) of Table 5 also include the first differences of sales, employment and productivity. As expected, the inclusion of more explanatory variables improves the accuracy of the model in predicting the investment spike, as suggested by a lower Brier Score. The magnitude of the coefficients of variables in levels is almost unchanged, whether some interesting patterns emerge in the role of growth rates. A growth of sales in the previous year has a positive effect on the probability of realizing a large investment in year t, both in France and Italy. This is coherent, for instance, with the need of the firm to expand its capacity as sales are growing. Moreover a positive effect of past sales growth lends support to the conjecture that internal finance is much relevant for the decision of investing at the firm level.
The trend in productivity growth, on the contrary, does not appear to influence that decision: an increase in productivity the previous year is not likely to affect the investment decision this year. Results on growth of employment, although only significant for France, are much interesting for the perspective they provide in terms of timing of the decision of hiring and investing: an increase in employment anticipates capital adjustment episodes. This finding is coherent with the results in Sakellaris (2004) and Asphjell et al. (2010) .
In the Appendix, Tables 11 and 12 report the results of all the specifications of Table 5 on four macro industrial sectors, identified according to the Pavitt taxonomy (Pavitt, 1984) . Results of the analyses at the sectoral level are much coherent with those on the entire sample. As shown in Table 11 , when significant, size, return on sales, productivity and past spikes all have a positive effect on the occurrence of investment spikes as found on the entire sample, Table 5 columns (i), (ii) and (iv). Still, we find a certain heterogeneity in the strength of these impacts across sectors. For example return on sales (RoS) has a weaker impact in the French science-based sector and is not significant at all in the Italian supplier-dominated and science-based sectors. This points to differences in the reliance on self-financing across sectors. Table 12 confirms the results at the aggregate level also when including variables in first differences, with a few exceptions. Still, if productivity growth had no significant impact in the French database as a whole, a negative relation emerges for the science-based sector, Table 12 . Besides, in this particular French sector, the probability to invest is strongly associated with a past increase in sales (with a coefficient that is much higher than for other sectors), but not with an increase in the number of employees. Finally, although the export dummy turns out not to be significant in explaining investment spikes, the sectoral analysis uncovers some differences in the French dataset as the export dummy is significant and positive in the scale-intensive sector, but significant and negative in the supplier-dominated sector.
To sum up, the analysis of the determinants of investment spike suggests a high degree of similarity for the two countries. Fast growing, profitable and productive firms display a higher probability to invest, while past productivity growth has almost no impact. Further, the export status is not systematically associated with a higher probability to invest. Finally, the hazard function is decreasing over time.
Effects of investment spikes on firm performance
The second broad research question that we address in this work regards the effects of investment spikes on firm performance. Several reasons might lead firms to invest in tangible assets, such as satisfying an increasing demand, as revealed by the above analysis. Besides the capacity expansion motive, a firm might also invest in order to buffer technological obsolescence by replacing existing machinery and equipment, or prepare the launch of new series of products, which requires new machinery. Therefore it is expected that investment spikes should be positively correlated with firm size, firm growth as well as firm efficiency.
A number of papers have investigated the link between investment and productivity, as well as its growth rate. Starting with the seminal work of Power (1998) that could resort on a rich set of US plant level data, many scholars have begun to investigate the relation between investment and firm performance. Among these works, we refer to Bessen (1999), Huggett and Ospina (2001), Sakellaris (2004), Licandro et al. (2004) , Nilsen et al. (2009) and Shima (2010) . More in particular, Power (1998) finds almost no evidence of a positive correlation between productivity and high levels of recent investment, whether Huggett and Ospina (2001) report a fall in productivity after an investment spike. Still, Bessen (1999) finds that in new plants, labor productivity increases with time, which he attributes to a learning-by-doing process. Power also finds a positive correlation between labor productivity and plant age, and concludes that "selection and learning could be important determinants of the pattern of productivity across plants" (Power, 1998, p. 311) . However, and more relevant for the present work, she doesn't find such relation with investment age. Finally, Shima (2010) also reports a negative relation between technical efficiency and machinery age.
Using a different econometric approach, Nilsen et al. (2009) find evidence of a positive and significant effect of contemporaneous (same year) investment on labor productivity, but such positive effect vanishes in the following years. However their analysis also reveals that the group of firms having at least one investment spike over the sample period shows a significantly higher level of productivity than the group with no investment spike. Licandro et al. (2004) matching information on the type of investment and on the innovation process at the firm level try to identify groups of firms that gather investments episodes with similar firm-level characteristics. The underlying hypothesis is that different types of investment are related to different effects on the variables of interests. To this purpose they classify a firm as expansionary when it declares to have increased the number of plants in the sample period; replacement investment is instead proxied by the identification of an innovative firm, which declares process innovations more frequently. Applying this distinction, Licandro et al. (2004) are able to find that expansionary firms reveal a relatively strong increase in their productivity level in the year of the spike, while the impact on innovative firms' productivity is observed after a delay of four years. They explain that the former are able to integrate the productivity gains from the investment instantaneously, while the latter exhibit longer learning curves. In this work, we will also consider the increase in the number of plants as evidence of expansionary investment. Notice however that we define expansionary episodes while Licandro et al. (2004) identified expansionary firms. As previously mentioned, the number of plants is available only in the French dataset.
A thorough assessment of the link between productivity growth and investment spikes, requires to study the dynamics of the interrelation between the adjustment episodes and other firm level variables over time. In order to properly account for such dynamics, it is possible to rely on a methodology proposed by Sakellaris (2004) Building on such approach, we investigate the impact of investment spikes on seven performance variables. They include total sales 29 (Sales), the number of employees (Empl) and labor productivity (Prod). We also consider the growth rates of the variables above and finally we also study the effect of the investment spike and its timing on return on sales (RoS). We regress each performance variable on a group of spike dummy variables. For each of the seven regressions, taking X i,t as one of our variables of interest, we estimate the following model:
where D i,t is a vector of duration dummies which is composed of three elements D t0 , D t1 and D t2 . Analogously to the previous investigation on the determinants of investments, D t0 takes value 1 if the investment spike is contemporaneous, occurring in year t; D t1 takes value 1 if the investment took place at t − 1, but not in t and finally D t2 takes value 1 if the spike occurred at t − 2, but not in t − 1 or in t. DBef ore i,t is a dummy that takes value 1 if the last investment spike was observed more than two years before t and zero otherwise. Thus the coefficient γ 1 accounts for the effect of investment spikes on firm performance in the long run. The dummy DLeast i takes value 1 if firm i had at least one investment spike over the sample period and zero otherwise, hence it represents a sort of fixed effects for the group of firms reporting at least one investment spike. Finally, v i is a firm-specific unobserved random-effect and ǫ i,t is the error term. Time (year) and sectoral (2-digit) dummies are also included. The same argument as before applies for choosing a random over a fixed effects model, refer also to footnote 23. In addition, it is now possible to appreciate the effects on performance of 29 As before, all variables in levels are taken in logs.
belonging to the group of "investing firms", those with DLeast = 1, versus the group of firms never reporting an investment spike. We also consider a further specification of the model that enables to identify the effects of strictly expansionary events from non-expansionary ones. Using the number of plants, available in the French database, we construct a dummy, DP lant i,t , which takes value 1 if the firm has increased its number of plants between t − 1 and t. 30 Those capture expansionary episodes, and as such they allow to study the effect of setting up a new plant on firm performance. We thus estimate the following model 31
Results are presented in Tables 6 to 9 . For each table we report regression results for both specifications presented above: the first set of results refers to the estimation of equation 2 and shows the effect of past investment spikes on firm performance in France (column i) and in Italy (column iii); the second set of results (equation 3) additionally investigates the effect of reporting an increase in the number of plants on French firms' performance (column ii). The comparative approach is also aimed at testing the robustness of the results to changes in the institutional context.
If we have previously shown that investment is determined both in Italy and in France by similar firm characteristics, the analysis of the effects of investment spikes on firm performance reveals significant differences across countries. In general we observe a stronger effect of investment episodes on French firms than on Italian ones. Moreover, complementing the analysis with the impact of the increase in the number of plants per firms discloses further insights on the role played by "pure" expansionary investment. In the following we present results for the whole French and Italian samples, controlling for sectoral effects by means of dummies. In addition, we also perform the same analysis at the Pavitt sectoral level and comment on the additional results to provide a more disaggregated perspective. 32 Finally, as a robustness check, we perform our analysis removing the multi-year spike events, that is, spikes occurring in adjacent years, as they might bias the analysis of the dynamic effect of investment on performance. Results, not shown here, do not change in a relevant manner except for a small decrease in coefficients D t0 , D t1 , D t2 and a small increase in the DLeast coefficient.
Profitability
As shown earlier firms tend to invest when their financial conditions, as proxied by the profitability rate, are relatively good. The positive and significant coefficient of the variable DLeast in columns (i) and (ii) of Table 6 captures the effect of belonging to the category of investing firms. It tells us that firms having had at least an investment episode over the sample period are relatively more profitable than non-investing firms in the French sample; yet it is not possible to detect a significant difference between the two groups of firms in Italy.
When considering the timing of those effects on profitability, and after controlling for the fixed effect of being an investor, as proxied by DLeast, columns (i) and (iii) of Table 6 , we find evidence for France of a contemporaneous increase in profitability, D t0 , but not for Italy. Indeed, we find no significant relation between past investment and profitability for Italian firms. The contemporaneous increase in profitability, Dt0, is 0.01 in France, and it is significant up to period t − 1. Then the effect of investment on profitability is again positive and significant when considering spikes occurred more than two years before, DBef ore.
In addition, if one also considers the differences between the group of firms reporting and not reporting spikes (D t0 + DLeast) in the year of the investment the recorded increase in profitability 30 Analogously to equation 2 DP lantt0 takes value 1 if the increase in number of plants is contemporaneous; DP lantt1 takes value 1 if it occurred in t − 1, but not in t and finally DP lantt2 takes value 1 if the increase in the number of plants was at t − 2, but not in t − 1 or in t.
31 Notice that the opening of a new plant does not always overlap with an investment spike, as defined by the kernel, because the starting of a new plant is not always associated with a high investment rate. The average investment rate, conditional on opening a new plant in the same year, is around 20%; the unconditional average is 14%, see Table 3 . The inclusion of an interacted dummy to capture the joint occurrence of investment spike and new plant does not provides additional information as the coefficients are seldomly significant. Hence results for the interacted dummy have not been included, but are available upon request.
32 Tables of results at becomes substantially larger. Next, coefficients DP lant t0 , DP lant t1 and DP lant t2 in column (ii) of Table 6 allow to identify the effects of the setting up of a new plant for French firms. Quite interestingly the effect on profitability of starting a new plant is negative and significant, both for the same and one year lag. This first set of results already emphasizes a relevant difference between the two countries as it underlies a great deal of the difficulties encountered by the Italian manufacturing system over the last fifteen years or so: large investment projects had no appreciable returns to shareholders in the period 1997-2006 (for a complementary analysis refer to Dosi et al., 2012) . Results for France show instead a positive effect of investments on return on sales, although the setting-up of a new plant represents a negative shock.
Productivity and productivity growth
Results in Table 7 show that having reported at least one spike over the observation period, DLeast, is associated with higher productivity both in France and Italy, columns (i), (ii) and (v). Further, there is a positive contemporaneous effect of investment spike on productivity for both countries, D t0 . Such positive effect persists also one year after the spike in both countries, D t1 , and also at longer lags, DBef ore. If we add the effect of being an investor (DLeast), then in the year of the spike an investing firm is on average 0.093 log points (10 percent) more productive in France, whether the difference is smaller for Italy, 0.054 log points (5.5 percent). The impact of investment on productivity is quite stable in the years after the spike in the French case whether it slightly decreases for Italian firms.
When accounting for the occurrence of expansionary episodes as proxied by the setting up of a new plant, column (ii), the lasting positive effect of investment spikes on productivity is confirmed. However, quite interestingly, it emerges that starting a new plant is not associated with higher productivity, as DP lant t0 is not positive. Overall, results from column (ii) support the conjecture that purely expansionary investment episodes do not spur an increase in the level of productivity. Columns (iii), (iv) and (vi) of Table 7 consider productivity growth as the dependent variable. In this respect, it is not possible to detect any effect of investment spikes for Italian firms, contrary to what emerges for France. In this case, column (iii), the positive coefficient on the dummy variable DLeast reveals that the group of investing firms has a higher productivity growth than their counterparts. The results on French firms also helps to learn more on the dynamics of productivity growth after an investment episode. The overall contemporaneous effect of spikes on productivity growth (D t0 + DLeast) is slightly negative (−0.02 log points) but becomes positive afterwards: D t1 + DLeast, D t2 + DLeast and DBef ore + DLeast have respectively values of 0.011, 0.011 and 0.006 log points. This would suggest that spikes represent a negative shock on productivity growth in the same year, but such negative effect quickly vanishes. The same dynamics is confirmed when controlling for expansionary episodes in column (iv). Our results thus reveal that after a contemporaneous negative shock related to the integration of new capital, a learning process allows to fully exploit the benefits of the investment which translates into higher labor productivity growth.
Among the candidates to explain the lack of such effect for Italy is the pervasive stagnation of the economy during the period. Such a pattern is apparent both at the aggregate (OECD, 2008) and, although to a lesser extent, also at the firm level (Dosi et al., 2012) . In addition, the low variability of the dependent variable, labor productivity, for Italy over the period makes it more difficult to clearly identify factors that, even if marginally, did contribute to productivity growth in the Italian manufacturing sector over the last twenty years.
Sales and sales growth
The positive effect of investment spikes on sales is consistent with the hypothesis of an expansion of sales that follows firms' investment, refer to Table 8 . As shown by a positive coefficient on DLeast, Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%).
columns (i) and (v), firms that have invested at least once in the period have relatively higher sales in both countries, where the effect on French firms is 0.22 log points (25 percent) and is relatively higher on Italian firms, 0.36 log points (43 percent). The overall contemporaneous effect of having a spike on the level of sales (Dt 0 + DLeast) is even larger in both countries (0.31 log points in France and 0.39 in Italy). If such increase in the level of sales is maintained over time for France, as D t1 , D t2 and DBef ore are positive and significant, it decreases for Italy where only the coefficient on Dt1 is significant, although much lower than the contemporaneous one. This evidence is rather robust as it still holds when controlling for increases in number of plants, column (ii). In this respect, note that the increase in the number of plants, that we associate with "pure" expansionary events, is systematically related to a greater increase of sales, than for a 'simple' spike. When considering first differences of sales in both countries, columns (iii) and (vi) of Table 8 , firms having invested at least once during the sample period enjoy higher sales growth than their noninvesting counterparts. The effect of having invested is strongest in year t (values of D t0 + DLeast are 0.07 log points for France and 0.04 for Italy) and decreases afterwards. Note that if the coefficient on DBef ore is negative in the French case, the overall impact of spikes on sales growth is still positive two years after the event (Dleast + Dbef ore). Expansionary episodes of French firms contribute to further increase sales growth both contemporaneously and at all lags considered, refer to column (iv).
This third set of results shows that investment spikes not only enable the firm to spur its productivity but also its capacity, as proxied above by the level of sales. Moreover, we do not observe a lag between the investment and the impact on revenues, on the contrary the greatest effect on firm growth is in the same year of the investment episode. Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%).
Number of employees and growth rates
Results for employment are much coherent with our findings on sales as we find that investment spikes are positively related with employment. DLeast, the variable which identifies the group of investing firms, has a positive and significant coefficient for all specifications of Table 9 , both for France and Italy. Employment is positively affected by an investment spike, and such effect persists for more than two years in both countries, as also the coefficient on DBef ore is significant and positive. The second model specification for France, column (ii), shows that also expansionary events, as the opening of a new plant, contribute positively to employment. Such positive effects is present both in the same year and at all lags considered. The results on the effect of investment spikes on employment growth (columns iii, iv and vi) are also coherent with the findings on sales growth. First, in both countries investing firms enjoy a higher employment growth rate than the group of non investing firms (DLeast). Second, both countries display a positive contemporaneous effect, with an overall impact (D t0 + DLeast) of 0.06 log points in France and 0.03 in Italy. After the first year the impact decreases but remains positive in the long run. Also an increase in the number of plants (column iv), is associated with higher growth rates of employment both in the same year and at all lags considered.
The investigation of the effects of investment spikes on firms' employment decisions provides similar results to the impact on sales. We observe a net increase in employment contemporaneous to the investment spike, and such effect is also detected in the case of expansionary episodes such as the opening of a new plant. This result points to a substantial complementarity of the capital and labor inputs in the production process at the firm level, with an increase in employment both before and after the adjustment in capital. Tables 6 to 9 consider the whole sample of firms available for France and Italy and control for differences across industries by means of sectoral dummies. Tables from 13 to 19 in the Appendix report results for those regressions performed on the four sectoral subsamples.
Results at the sectoral level

Results in
When considering the entire French sample, return on sales was positively affected by investment spikes, even after controlling for the effect of being an investor, at all time lags. No effect was detected for Italian firms, refer to Table 6 , columns (i) and (iii)). Further, we showed a negative impact of setting up a new plant on profitability, column (ii). When considering a more disaggregated level of analysis, see Table 13 , we find that investing firms in the Italian supplier-dominated (including for example Textiles) and specialized suppliers (including for instance machine-tools firms) sectors are more profitable than non-investing ones. In the latter sector the positive impact appears both at times t and t − 1. Quite interestingly, also in the French case, investment spikes have a stronger and longer impact in the supplier-dominated and specialized suppliers sectors. In contrast, in the French science-based sector we only find a contemporaneous positive coefficient, and investing and non investing firms do not show any significant differences in terms of their return on sales. We also confirm the negative shock on firm's profitability after the opening of a new plant, especially in the French supplier dominated and scale-intensive sectors. Instead in the science based sector we observe a positive impact two years after the opening of a new plant.
Overall, the impact of investment spikes on firms' profitability seems robust across sectors although the length of the effect varies. Indeed, the supplier-dominated and specialized suppliers sectors report a net increase in their return on sales still several years after a spike in the French case. In turn, the impact is the weakest in the science-based sector.
As for labor productivity, Table 14 displays for France a positive effect of investment spikes thus confirming results at the aggregate level, Table 6 . Two sectors show a diverging pattern however. First, in the science-based sector we do not find any impact of spikes besides the "fixed effect" of being an investor. Opening a new plant does not have any impact on the productivity level. 33 In the case of Italy, results at the sectoral level are are consistent with the positive fixed and contemporaneous effects found at the aggregate level except for the science-based sector, in which we find no significant impact of spikes on productivity.
At first, one might have expected a stronger impact of investment on productivity in the sciencebased sector, due to higher returns from investments, and a weaker impact in the scale-intensive sector, where investments might be driven by capacity expansion. Instead, we find that science-based firms' productivity is not much affectted by investments, while expansionary investments in the scaleintensive sector enhance productivity. One possible interpretation is that gains in productivity for firms in the science-based sector are more related to intangible assets or skilled workforce than they are related to investment in tangible assets. The opposite is true for the scale-intensive sector, where increasing the number of operating plants and investing allows for further gains in productivity due to scale economies. Table 15 validates the findings at the aggregate level about the link between investment spikes and productivity growth. We observe a short-term negative shock in the French supplier-dominated and scale-intensive sectors and a positive effect of belonging to the group of investing firms for the French supplier-dominated sector. At the aggregate level the impact of setting up a new plant is first negative at time t then positive two years after. Such pattern is confirmed only in the supplier dominated group, and no impact is observed in the other ones. In the case of Italy, no impact was detected at the aggregate level, and also looking at sectors separately, one only finds a positive contemporaneous relation in the scale-intensive sector, and a negative two year lag relation in the specialized suppliers group.
Finally , Tables 16 to 19 almost perfectly mirror Table 8 and 9 on the link between investment spikes and sales, sales growth, employment as well as employment growth. Investment allows for increases in size, as measured in terms of sales and number of employees, in all sectors although for French firms the benefits persists for a longer period. For most of the cases analyzed above the results at the aggregate level still hold when looking separately at Pavitt sectors. At the same time it is also possible to identify some differences. In particular, firms in the scale-intensive sector appear to gain most from setting up a new plant and such result supports the conjecture that for this sector scale-economies are more relevant than in other sectors.
Conclusions
The present paper examines the pattern of firm-level investments in France and Italy. We investigate what characteristics make it more likely for a business company to invest and what are the effects on firm performance after an investment spike has taken place. Using data on the acquisition of tangible assets we also provide the first large scale study that documents for France and Italy the lumpy nature of investments, thus confirming previous findings for other countries (see, among the others Doms and Dunne, 1998; Nilsen et al., 2009) .
The paper contributes to the methodology for identifying an investment spike, thus enabling the researcher to disentangle repair and maintenance episodes from large adjustments in the stock of tangible assets. In this respect, we introduce a measure for investment spikes, named kernel rule, that provides both a better correction for the size dependence than other methods and also retains all the desired properties a spike measure is required to have. Our proposed measure captures indeed investments events that are large across companies in the same size class, and at the same time it accounts for a large share of aggregate investment.
The analysis of the determinants of investment spikes emphasizes many similarities between the two countries. Fast growing, profitable and productive firms display a higher probability to invest both in France and Italy. The probability to observe an investment spike is higher when there have been other investment episodes in the previous years, but such positive effect decreases over time. Further, the export status is not systematically associated with a higher probability to invest.
Most of the differences between France and Italy emerge in the investigation of firms' performance following an investment spike. The impact of investment on Italian firms is indeed more nuanced for most indicators. We document differences in performance between the group of investing and noninvesting firms and such gap is always significant for French firms. The profit rate, productivity, sales and employment levels are higher for the category of firms reporting investment spikes. In addition to this sort of "fixed effect" for investing firms, one also observes a positive net effect in the year of the investmnent, with the sole exception of productivity growth. The availability, for France only, of the firms' number of plants enables to investigate also the pattern of firm performance after an increase in the number of plants. The latter event, which captures "expansionary" investment episodes, exerts a negative effect on profitability, while the setting up of a new plant is associated with higher sales and employment levels. Table reports random effects logistic regression of noted firm characteristics on the probability to observe an investment spike. Marginal effects are reported, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports random effects logistic regression of noted firm characteristics on the probability to observe an investment spike. Marginal effects are reported, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%). Table reports results of regression (random effects) for the impact of investment timing on firm performance, standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote significance levels (***: p <1%; **: p<% 5%; *: p<10%).
